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Background to GeoPlan

• To what extent does climate adaptation meet the 
needs of communities?

• Are communities able to participate in decision-
making?

• Understanding the history of managed retreat in 
Ireland including implications for those involved

• Managed retreat refers to the strategic relocation of 
buildings, infrastructure, communities in response 
to natural hazard risk

• Three key instances of managed retreat in Ireland: 
1954, 1995 and 2009

• Based on analysis of documentary sources 
(parliamentary debates, newspaper articles, policy 
documents)



Shannon Valley 
Flood Relief Scheme

• Major flooding along Shannon South 
of Athlone in 1954

• Approx. 100 houses flooded 

• A relocation scheme was undertaken 
by the Irish Land Commission

• ILC was state agency responsible for 
redistribution of land post-
Independence

• Relocation scheme followed pre-
existing model of ‘migration’ schemes



Shannon Valley Flood 
Relief Scheme

• Both support and resistance to the Shannon 
migration scheme 

• Seen as a means to improve prospective and 
wellbeing

• Opposition from farmers due to attachment to 
place/land 

• “There are certain sentimental ties that attach 
everyone to his hearthstone”

• Pragmatic concern that migration was a bad deal 
financially

• Political opposition due to costs



Shannon Valley Flood 
Relief Scheme 

• Modified scheme announced in 1958 

• Six farmers migrated and ILC built 
approx. 60 new houses on non-flooded 
land

• Willingness to relocate dependent on 
size, value and location of new farms

• Long-term effectiveness in reducing 
flood risk

• “Clonown was deprived of several 
families who had been there for 
generations” (Fallon,  2006)

Derelict, flooded house in Clonown, Co. Roscommon



Galway household relocation 
schemes: 1995 & 2009

• Two significant flood events in Galway 
followed by household relocation 
schemes

• 17 households relocated in 1995 and 20 
in 2009

• Financial assistance capped at cost of 
local authority 

• Both followed similar model linked to: 
OPW Functions and Powers Act 1996

• Conflicts regarding entitlement and 
responsibility

Glenbrack Estate, Gort, 1995

Ballinasloe, 2009



Entitlement to support for relocation

• Reactive model: relocation only after flood event

• Linked to high demand for access to schemes

• Conflict/uncertainty over entitlement to access schemes and responsibility 
of state to facilitate this 

• Relocation defined as a form of humanitarian assistance

• “Compensation implies the existence of a legal entitlement, while 
humanitarian assistance has no such connotations”

• Retreat has operated through a series of once-off initiatives: no standard 
criteria regarding access



Planning and responsibility

• Questions of responsibility related to planning 

• Conflicts regarding responsibility in case of poorly planned developments

• Several examples of rebuilding on sites nearby to previous

• No oversight in case of people who buy rather than rebuild



Key findings and recommendations

• Need for more comprehensive 
and strategic approach to retreat

• Clarity regarding entitlements 
including through clear eligibility 
criteria

• Scale of intervention in 1954: 
provides indication of what is 
required in current context

Contemporary demands for relocation, Clonlara, Co. Clare


